Enhance contrast in PCA based beamformers using smoothing kernel.
The contrast and resolution have trade-off in medical ultrasound imaging. Most of adaptive beamformer can enhance the imaging resolution significantly but not improve the contrast at the same time. The principal component analysis (PCA) based beamformers such as the eigenspace-based minimum variance (ESBMV) beamformer provide a good imaging resolution. Neighbors of the focal point include the common noise, interface and signal components. Echo signal of the neighbor points can be used to suppress the noise and extract the signal component of the focal point. Based on this idea, in order to improve the quality of PCA based beamformers both in the imaging contrast and resolution, a novel beamforming method is proposed. This proposed beamformer utilizes a kernel to select neighbor points. The number of eigenvectors is estimated by using any PCA method. Then the number of selected eigenvectors for each focal point is compared with the number of selected eigenvectors of its neighbor points and is changed to a new value. The selected eigenvectors of the covariance matrix is used to construct the signal subspace. The estimated signal subspace is projected onto the minimum variance (MV) weight vector to calculate the desire weight vector. Results of experiments show that the proposed beamformer can improve the imaging contrast significantly while keeping the resolution quality similar to ESBMV beamformer.